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General Description
=============
The Teleporting Catalog HUD Making Kit is a set of scripts that enable you to create custom HUDs that
are product catalogs with direct teleport links. You give the HUD to your customers and they can
browse through your product pages displayed on the HUD. When they click on an item in the catalog,
they will be instantly teleported to the location in your store where they can see and buy the item. This
provides a much more direct way to get customers to your store versus the typical method of giving the
customer a landmark that can get lost in their inventory and/or ignored. However, the capability to give
the user a landmark is also provided for those who prefer it.

NOTE: In order for the teleport feature to work correctly, you must set the Teleport Routing option for
the parcel to "Anywhere". If you restrict teleport routing to just the landing point, all teleports to
landmarks in the parcel will end at the landing point.

The Teleporting Catalog HUD Making Kit provides you with total flexibility to design your Catalog HUD
that goes far beyond most other catalog, magazine, and book making systems. The design is specified by
creating a set of page notecards. Page notecards contain the parameters that define what each HUD
page looks like and what actions occur when the user touches TouchPoint areas on the HUD (typically
button areas of the HUD textures). A page notecard template is included in the delivery box. It contains
detailed information on format and examples in comment lines (lines beginning with //). When you
create your page notecards, you should remove all comment lines and all blank lines so the notecards
load quickly. This will minimize the delay when users turn the pages.

The following parameters can be specified on the page notecards. More details on format and examples
are found on the Page Notecard template

PageTurnEffect = [YES or blank or omit line enables visual page turning effect (default). NO disables
effect. ]
PageTexture= [Specifies the texture UUID or texture name for the HUD page.]
PageSize= [Sets the size of HUD page (required if Minimize=YES, otherwise optional)]
Minimize= [Set to YES for a minimized the HUD page. Minimizing offsets the resulting page to the upper
left corner of the full page. You must also specify a PageSize.]
SoundVolume= [Sets the HUD sound volume (page turn, select, error, etc.). Default is 0.5]
TouchMatrix= [Defines the dimensions of the TouchPoint matrix]
Action= [Defines what action takes place when the user touches the associated TouchPoint]

You will need one Action= line for each TouchPoint area (coords) button on the HUD page.
Details of TouchPoint coordinate definitions can be found on the Page Notecard Template.
Action Line General Format: Action=TouchPoint coordinates|Action type|action parameter 1|action
parameter 2 (if applicable).
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Action lines can be any of the following:

Action=coords|TP|landmark name|facing position [Teleport the user directly to a landmark (grid wide).
The landmark must be in the HUD Contents]
Action=coords|PAGE|page notecard name [Loads a specific page notecard. The page notecard must be
in the HUD Contents]
Action=coords|PAGE|FIRST [Loads the first page notecard]
Action=coords|PAGE|LAST [Loads the last page notecard]
Action=coords|PAGE|NEXT [Loads the next page notecard]
Action=coords|PAGE|PREVIOUS [Loads the previous page notecard]
Action=coords|PAGE|RESTORE [Used to restore previous full page from a minimized HUD]
Action=coords|INFO|notecard name [Give a specified notecard to the user. The notecard must be in the
HUD Contents]
Action=coords|LM|landmark name [Give a specified landmark to the user. The landmark must be in the
HUD Contents]
Action=coords|OBJ|object name [Give a specified object to the user. The object must be in the HUD
Contents]
Action=coords|URL|website url [Display a pop-up dialog box that allows the user to go to a specified
web page]
Action=coords|PROFILE|avatar uuid [Displays a pop-up dialog box with link to open avatar profile]
Action=coords|EMAIL|recipient name|recipient email address [Lets user send an email to the specified
recipient]
Action=coords|JOIN|uuid of a SL Group [Display a pop-up dialog box that contains a link to your SL
Group Info page where they can join your group]
Action=coords|SUBSCRIBE|kiosk security code [Sends a request to subscribe to your Subscriber Kiosk]
Action=coords|RESTART [Initializes the HUD and loads the first page notecard]

You can have as many pages in the catalog as you want. You can also have any number of touch
sensitive areas on each page. These would typically be in the form of buttons in the page textures. The
page notecard specifies the touch coordinates and the associated actions (list above) that will happen.
This extraordinary flexibility allows you to design hierarchical (multi-level) catalog HUDs, i.e. HUD pages
that have any mix of product categories, subcategories, and/or teleport buttons. You can direct
customers to your Marketplace product pages using the URL action, where they can buy the item, as an
alternative or in addition to teleporting them to your store. You can freely configure each page to have
any combination of buttons, button locations, and associated actions.

Setup
====
The delivery box includes several scripts and a Teleporting Catalog HUD Demo. The Demo HUD is
provided to help you understand how the HUD works and can be used as a guide for setting up your
own HUDs. It is recommended you study the Demo HUD and its page notecards before setting up your
own HUD.

1. Touch the delivery box and select "Copy to Inventory". The contents of the delivery box will be put in
a folder in your inventory with the same name as the delivery box.

2. For each of the following scripts in your inventory folder, right click the script and set the next owner
permissions to either no-copy or no-transfer.
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!Catalog Main
!Catalog Preload
!Catalog Emailer (this script is required only if you include an EMAIL action line)
!Catalog Subscribe (this script is required only if you include a SUBSCRIBE action line)
CAUTION: Do NOT put the "Subscriber SecurityCode" script into the HUD.
It is dropped into your Master Kiosk to get its security code for the SUBSCRIBE action line.

WARNING: If you try to put these scripts in your HUD object with both copy and transfer permissions,
they will delete themselves. This is a security feature to prevent people you give the HUD to from using
the scripts to create their own HUDs. You are not allowed to sell or give the scripts to anyone if not
installed in the HUD.

3. Create a blank HUD object, observing the following rules:
a. Rez a basic, one prim cube. The HUD will not work properly as a multi-prim link set. Therefore do

not add your own root prim to the included demo HUD.
b. Using the Edit window, Object tab, set the Y and Z dimensions as desired. A good starting point is

0.5 meters square, however you can set Y and Z differently if you want a rectangular rather then a
square HUD. Make sure your textures have the same aspect ratio (Y-to-Z ratio) as the dimensions of
your HUD.

c. Set the X dimension to 0.01 meters. This setting will not change the appearance when worn as a
HUD, but keeping this dimension small will make the page turning effects look better.

d. Your page textures will be applied to face 4 (negative X axis face), which is the face shown to users
when they wear the HUD. Apply a blank texture to face 4 and color it white. Color all other faces black.
This is important for users that rez the HUD on the floor rather than wearing it. The texture pre-load
feature applies the most likely next page textures to these other faces as a sort of texture cache to
reduce texture loading delays when changing pages. Coloring these faces black will prevent non-HUD
users from seeing cached textures.

e. Set the next owner permissions as desired. Recommend no-mod and either no-copy or no-transfer
(same settings that were set for scripts in step 2 above).

f. Take the blank HUD into inventory, then right-click and select "Attach to HUD", and "Center". This
will set the default HUD attachment point. Users can later drag the HUD to any point on their screen.

g. Right click on the HUD and select "Detach" from the pie menu. The HUD is now ready to configure
as shown starting in step 6 below.

4. Using an offline graphics tool (e.g. PhotoShop, GIMP, PowerPoint, etc.), create a texture for each page
of your HUD and upload them to SL. Include all desired action buttons in the textures. It is
recommended you use an appropriately sized grid overlay (TouchPoint matrix) as a guide to align your
action buttons to the TouchPoint coordinates. When you later create the page notecards, you will need
to specify the dimensions of the TouchPoint matrix and the coordinates of each action button. Below is
the TouchPoint matrix grid overlay I used for the Demo HUD. You can use any size/shape TouchPoint
matrix you desire. The example below also illustrates the coordinate numbering system.
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5. Create a page notecard for each page of your HUD. Page notecards define what each HUD page looks
like and what actions will be performed when the user touches each defined TouchPoint on the HUD
page. Page notecard names MUST begin with "!Page" (without the quotes). The rest of the name can be
whatever you want. Page notecards will be sorted alphabetically in the HUD Contents. So if you are
going to use the FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PREVIOUS page actions, make sure the page notecard names
reflect the order you want (e.g. !Page 0, !Page 1, etc.). There are a lot of options on the page notecards.
The Page Notecard Template included in the delivery box has comment lines (starting with //) that
describe the options and formats in detail. IMPORTANT: Do NOT include comment lines (starting with //)
or blank lines on your actual page notecards. Omitting these lines will make them load much faster. See
the page notecards in the Demo HUD as an example.
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TELEPORT LANDMARK HINT: For each teleport (TP) action line, you will need to create a landmark for
the desired landing point and put it in the HUD. Put your avatar at the desired TP landing point and face
it in the desired direction. Depending which viewer you use, create and name a landmark at the desired
landing point. Specify the landmark's name where shown on the teleport (TP) action lines in the Page
Notecard Template.

TELEPORT FACING POSITION HINT; You can also optionally specify (on the TP action lines) the position
avatars will face upon landing. To assist in determining the facing position, wear the "Facing Position
Finder" object and face your avatar in the direction you want users to face when they are teleported to
that landmark. It will appear as a sphere in front of your avatar. When you touch the sphere, it will chat
the facing position parameter that specifies the point you want avatars to face after teleporting.
Copy/paste this parameter into the teleport action line where "facing position" is shown in the Page
Notecard Template.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended you set the next owner permissions on all page notecards to
no-mod and no-copy. This will prevent people you give the HUD to from easily viewing and/or changing
the page notecards and possibly messing up the HUD operation.

6. Rez the HUD on the ground. Do NOT wear it yet. The license script will not work if the HUD is worn.
Drag/drop the script named !Catalog HUD License into the HUD. It will write a license code into the
HUD's description field, then delete itself. Do not change this code. It will not be possible to install the
other scripts unless the correct license code is present.

7. install the scripts (!Catalog Main, !Catalog Preload, and optional !Catalog Emailer and !Catalog
Subscribe), the page notecards, and all landmarks, objects, notecards and textures referenced by name
on the page notecards. It is recommended that you set the next owner permissions of the HUD object to
no-mod and either no-copy or no-transfer to prevent your customers from breaking it. Take the HUD
into inventory.

8. Wear (or Add) the HUD. Be sure to test all pages and all action buttons before making available to
customers.

9. Detach the HUD from yourself. It is now ready to give or sell to customers.

For questions or comments, please contact Fred Allandale via either IM or notecard.

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


